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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Nowadays, massive amounts of point cloud data can be collected
thanks to advances in data acquisition and processing technologies
like dense image matching and airborne LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) scanning. With the increase in volume and precision, point cloud data offers a useful source of information for
natural resource management, urban planning, self-driving cars
and more. At the same time, the scale at which point cloud data
is produced, introduces management challenges: it is important
to achieve efficiency both in terms of querying performance and
space requirements. Traditional file-based solutions to point cloud
management offer space efficiency, however, cannot scale to such
massive data and provide the same declarative power as a database
management system (DBMS).
In this paper, we propose a time- and space-efficient solution to
storing and managing point cloud data in main memory columnstore DBMS. Our solution, Space-Filling Curve Dictionary-Based
Compression (SFC-DBC), employs dictionary-based compression in
the spatial data management domain and enhances it with indexing
capabilities by using space-filling curves. It does so by constructing
the space-filling curve over a compressed, artificially introduced 3D
dictionary space. Consequently, SFC-DBC significantly optimizes
query execution, and yet it does not require additional storage
resources, compared to traditional dictionary-based compression.
With respect to space-filling curve-based approaches, it minimizes
storage footprint and increases resilience to skew. As a proof of
concept, we develop and evaluate our approach as a research prototype in the context of SAP HANA. SFC-DBC outperforms other
dictionary-based compression schemes by up to 61% in terms of
space and up to 9.4x in terms of query performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in laser technology [30] and image processing [8]
have evolved the importance of point cloud data and challenges
considering its management. The ease of gathering 3D point cloud
data, together with its public availability, have made it more attractive to users. During recent years, many datasets have been released
as open data. These datasets offer a useful source of information
for natural resource management, urban planning and more, by
modeling point data through up to 26 properties such as x, y, and z
coordinates, angle of scan, and color. One such prominent dataset
is the second national height map of the Netherlands (AHN2) [18],
which was acquired through airborne and terrestrial scanning and
contains 640 billion points.
Given the massive amounts of point cloud data, it is important
to achieve efficiency in terms of both querying performance and
storage footprint. Traditional solutions to point cloud data management are file-based: points are stored in files in a predefined format
and processed by application-specific algorithms. These solutions
typically employ efficient compression schemes, but 1) face scalability problems with respect to the increasing number and size of
files to process and 2) lack the declarative power of a DBMS [1, 29].
Therefore, research in this area has recently shifted towards DBMSs,
as many of the data management challenges encountered with the
increasing point cloud data size have already been addressed in
DBMS solutions [29]. Recent work [1, 6, 12, 29] illustrates the potential of column-store DBMSs to meet point cloud management
requirements, but focuses mostly on processing performance and
ignores storage considerations.
This paper presents a design for storing and managing point
cloud data in the context of column-store DBMSs, that is driven
both by time and space efficiency requirements. More specifically,
we employ dictionary-based compression (DBC) – a compression
method frequently used in main-memory column stores [5, 13] – in
the spatial domain and enhance it with indexing capabilities, minimizing both space and time requirements. The resulting technique,

